The objective of this work is to develop endoscopic subsurface optical imaging technology that will be able to image different tissue components located underneath the surface of the tissue at an imaging depth of up to 1 centimeter. This effort is based on the utilization of existing technology and components developed for medical endoscopes with the incorporation of the appropriate modifications to implement the spectral and polarization difference imaging technique. This subsurface imaging technique employs polarization and spectral light discrimination in combination with image processing to remove a large portion of the image information from the outer layers of the tissue which leads to enhancement of the contrast and image quality of subsurface tissue structures.
INTRODUCTION
Endoscopes are imaging modalities that are used to attain images of human organs such as bladder, colon, gastrointestinal track and bronchus for diagnostic purposes. Similar medical imaging modalities are also used in laparoscopic surgical procedures for viewing the internal parts of the human body. Endoscopes operate under white light illumination to provide color images via a video system that allow for the identification of alterations from normal tissue conditions through changes in color and blood concentrations as well as the observation of structural changes. Because the penetration depth of visible light through tissue is small, the information obtained using optical endoscopes represent only the superficial layers ofthe tissue or organ under investigation.
The spectral polarization difference imaging technique (SPDI) was recently introduced as a subsurface imaging method that can be used to highlight differences in absorption or scattering due to the presence of different types of tissue [1,2]. The SPDI technique utilizes the wavelength dependence of the mean visit depth of photons inside a tissue sample before they emerge in the backscattered direction. Polarization filtering is used to discriminate against reflected photons from the superficial tissue layers. In addition, this technique involves subtraction of the perpendicular polarization image components obtained under polarized illumination at different wavelengths following appropriate adjustment of the time of exposure in order to normalize the recorded image intensity arising from photons backscattered from the outer tissue layers. This operation leads to a new image arising from photons that propagated deeper into the tissue that exist in larger numbers in the image obtained using the longer illumination wavelength. The utilization of different illuminating wavelengths allows for imaging using photons that reached different penetration depths inside the host tissue. With gradual change of the illuminating wavelengths one can effectively image structures in different depth zones depending on the photon penetration depth of the pair of illumination wavelengths utilized to record the original images. A large (small) difference in the two wavelengths gives rise to a wider (narrower) depth zone.
In this work we examine the feasibility to develop endoscopic subsurface imaging technology by incorporating the spectral polarization difference imaging technique into different types of existing endoscopes. Such an imaging system should be able to provide information of different tissue structures on the surface and below the surface at different depth zones. The experiments were carried out using a commercially available endoscope. Subsurface images oftissue components located below the surface were obtained using animal tissues as model media. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental setup is shown in fig. 1 a. A low-power, white-light source coupled to a fiber bundle is used to deliver the illumination light into the sample. A narrow band interference filter is used to achieve illumination of the sample with light of a particular wavelength. A polarizer positioned at the output of the fiber ensured polarized illumination of the sample. Images of the sample in the backscattering geometry were captured using a commercially available endoscope lens (Olympus, A193 1) followed by image relaying optics and a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD detector. This lens is used in cystoscopes for imaging of the bladder. A second polarizer is positioned in front of the endoscope lens with its polarization orientation perpendicular to that of the first polarizer in order to record only the perpendicular polarization image component. The depth of focus of the lens was sufficient to allow capture ofimages ofthe interesting object located below the surface ofthe sample. Fig. lb shows a conventional image (converted to gray-scale) of a human bladder from a cancer patient using an identical cystoscope to that depicted in fig. la . Brighter features in these images arise from cancer lesions located on the surface of the bladder tissue. For this investigation, the sample used to demonstrate this endoscopic subsurface imaging method was a structure prepared using chicken breast tissue as a model medium. Figures 2a and 2b show images of a 2-cm thick chicken breast tissue sample under 690-nm and 820-nm illumination. The sample was prepared using three chicken breast tissue layers. The top layer was 0.5-cm thick and consisted of homogenous breast tissue. The second layer was also 0.5-cm in thickness, but it contained a tendon lesion on its surface. In the middle of the surface of the third, 1-cm thick, breast tissue layer, an 4-mm in diameter, 2-mm thick fat lesion was positioned and sandwiched between the second and third breast tissue layers. The three layer, 2-cm thick, sample was placed between two glass slides and slightly compressed to a uniform thickness. The SPDI image obtained using 970-nm and 820-nm illumination is shown in figure 2c . Two features observed in this image denoted as "1 " and "2" show the fat tissue (" 1") and tendon tissue ("2") lesions located 1-cm and 0 .5-cm, respectively, below the surface of the sample. Figures 2a and 2b demonstrate that these features are not visible or difficult to be identified when direct images are recorded even when polarization filtering (to reject the less scattered photon on the outer tissue layers) or NIR illumination wavelengths (to reach larger photon propagation depths) are used. Using white light illumination and color video imaging (typical operation of endoscopes), these two tissue lesions located below the surface are not visible and it would be impossible for the operator to detect. These results demonstrate that the application of the SPDI technique for endoscopic imaging is possible.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

DISCUSSION
The main difficulty for the incorporation of the SPDI technique into endoscopic imaging is the requirement for polarization sensitive image acquisition. The illumination needs to be polarized while the cross-polarized image component must be recorded and used in the inter-image operation leading to the SPDI image. To the best of our knowledge, there is no commercially available endoscope at the present time that offers polarization preserving optics. Therefore, the illumination needs to be delivered through a separate fiber than the optical element used for imaging while polarizers located at the tip of the fiber and the input of the endoscope will ensure proper polarized illumination and image acquisition. In a different configuration, a polarization preserving fiber may be used to deliver the illumination light. The diameter of the illumination fiber should be smaller than that of the working channels of the endoscope which can be used in order to deliver the polarized, multicolor illumination into the tissue. Finally, the imaging lens of the endoscope may by composed of an image-collection fiber-bundle made by polarization preserving fibers. In this case, the analyzer can be located at the end of the endoscope (in front of the CCD).
The presence of characteristic optical "signatures" of various tissue components is key to the success of any photonic imaging modality for biomedical applications. These optical "signatures" may arise from differences in the cellular level (size of the cells and nucleus, density and cell makeup). The differences between cancer tissue when compared to normal tissue offers the promise for the development of optical imaging technology particularly suitable for cancer detection [3] [4] . Except for skin cancer, all the other types of cancer occur inside the body and are very difficult to be detected at early stages. A large percentage of these cancers occur inside the body and can be reached and viewed using various types of endoscopes. Stomach, cervix, uterus, colon, rectum, bronchus and bladder cancers could be detected at early stages and can be best treated if a suitable minimally invasive endoscopic screening system existed. In addition, such an endoscopic screening system could assist in monitoring the development of a cancerous tumor(s) for an assessment of the success of the treatment of the patient with chemotherapy or any other method.
The images obtained using the approaches discussed in this work will be able to provide information regarding the presence of different tissue structures on the surface and below the surface. The utilization of this technology incorporated into different types of existing endoscopes with the appropriate modifications can be realized using low cost off-the-self components. This technology may also find applications in other areas ofbasic and clinical research as well as in clinical diagnostics. If appropriate optical "signature(s)" exists, this method could be useful for the diagnosis of clinical disease, early detectionlscreening, for identifying the presence of toxicant or drugs at specific target sites in the body, for determining the concentrations of these agents on the target sites of interest for monitoring individual therapies, for assessing pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics in basic and clinical research and in forensic analysis.
CONCLUSION
An endoscopic imaging system for surface and subsurface imaging for clinical applications may only require small modifications of existing endoscopes to provide inexpensive technology which the medical personnel is already familiar with. As a result, this technology can become an easily accessible screening and diagnostic tool to the medical community due to the anticipated low cost of acquisition and operation and the limited expertise and training required. This imaging technology may find application in the early detection/screening of cancer, in providing minimally invasive monitoring of the tumor's response to various stages of treatments and in assisting during surgery by providing information on the depth of penetration of the tumor. In laparoscopic surgical applications, this technology may be used to provide information regarding the presence of tissue structures that need to be preserved such as veins, arteries and nerves.
